Partners in kinesin activation
I
t takes two to turn on a kinesin, say Blasius et al. on page 11. Kinesin-1 motoring on microtubules requires cargo plus a second binding partner to relieve the motor of its inhibited conformation.
On its own, Kinesin-1 is an inactive motor. Inhibition of the solitary motor probably ensures that it is not needlessly burning ATP or clogging up the microtubule roadways when cargo-loaded motors need to get through.
Truncated versions of Kinesin-1 are more active than the full-length protein, suggesting that the deleted domains are autoinhibitory. Cargo binding is thought to activate Kinesin-1 by releasing inhibitory domains from the motor. One recently identifi ed cargo is a scaffolding protein called JIP1, but the group now fi nds that binding of this cargo is not enough to activate Kinesin-1.
JIP1 binds to kinesin's light chain, but autoinhibition happens on the heavy chain, where the motor domain lies. The authors thus sought new binding partners for the heavy chain. A prominent partner from yeast two-hybrid assays was FEZ1-a mammalian homologue of a worm protein that supports neurite outgrowth.
Adding FEZ1 to the JIP1/Kinesin-1 mix jumpstarted motor activity. Exactly why a double whammy is needed for Kinesin-1 activation is not clear. Apparently, even a small amount of unwanted motor activity is dangerous enough to warrant a dual-layered prevention system.
In a second paper from the same group, Cai et al. (page 51) use FRET to uncover the conformational changes that accompany Kinesin-1 activation. FRET of the multiprotein mixture is technically diffi cult, so the group instead studied the active deletion mutants. They found two conformational differences between the structures of the full-length kinesin chains and the mutants.
In one expected change, the inhibitory C-terminal tail of the heavy chain moved away from the motor domain. This change is probably brought about by the binding of FEZ1. The second structural change moved the motor subunits of the two heavy chains closer together. The authors believe the closing of this gap-possibly upon the arrival of cargo-might be necessary for the motor to sit correctly on microtubules.
The authors are now testing whether FEZ1 is needed to move more Kinesin-1 cargoes. The next step will be to determine how FEZ1 binding to the motor is regulated.
PKA steers growth cones
L ike a pack of teenagers, the sundry proteins that steer a growth cone stick close together, Han et al. show on page 101.
Growth cones are the trailblazers at the tip of growing axons. Their paths are lit by a combination of attractive and repulsive cues in the extracellular matrix. Attraction, via growth cone turning toward a cue, is linked to high axonal levels of cAMP, but its collaborators in the process are unknown.
The authors have now identifi ed the downstream effectors of cAMP during attraction by examining one of its favorite targets: protein kinase A (PKA). They found that the type II form of PKA is strongly enriched in growth cone fi lopodia. PKA activity and its fi lopodial localization-mediated by a member of the AKAP adaptor protein family-were required for cAMP-induced attraction.
In growth cone fi lopodia, PKA was found in a complex containing the PP1 phosphatase and its inhibitor, I-1. The authors show that, during cAMP-induced growth cone turning, PKA activates I-1 and thereby inhibits PP1. In the absence of I-1, attraction was blocked.
In other contexts, one of PP1's known targets is CaMKII, whose activation on one side of a growth cone is known to create turning in that direction, probably by increasing actin dynamics. PKA's inhibition of PP1 should also tip the scales in CaMKII's favor.
The colocalization of PKA with its downstream targets has also been seen in cardiac muscle cells. PKA is a promiscuous enzyme, so the strict positioning of PKA in signaling complexes that are tethered in place is probably necessary to ensure only localized responses.
